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Abstract: Spatial Modulation Technologies (SMTs) are schemes that reduce inter-carrier interference
(ICI), inter-channel interference, inter-antenna synchronization (IAS), and system complexity for
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication systems. Moreover, high spectral and energy
efficiency have rendered SMTs attractive to underwater acoustic (UWA) MIMO communication
systems. Consequently, this paper focuses on SMTs such as spatial modulation (SM), generalized
spatial modulation (GSM), and fully generalized spatial modulation (FGSM) in which one constant
number and one multiple number of antennas are active to transmit data symbols in any time interval
for underwater acoustic communication (UWAC). In SMTs, the receiver requires perfect channel state
information (P-CSI) for accurate data detection. However, it is impractical that the perfect channel
knowledge is available at the receiver. Therefore, channel estimation is of critical importance to obtain
the CSI. This paper proposes the pilot-based recursive least-square (RLS) adaptive channel estimation
method over the underwater time-varying MIMO channel. Furthermore, maximum likelihood (ML)
decoder is used to detect the transmitted data and antennas indices from the received signal and the
estimated UWA-MIMO channel. The numerical computation of mean square error (MSE) and bit
error rate (BER) performance are computed for different SMTs like SM, GSM and FSGM using Monte
Carlo iterations. Simulation results demonstrate that the RLS channel estimation method achieves
the nearly same BER performance as P-CSI.

Keywords: Channel Estimation; MSE; BER; MIMO; ML; Spatial Modulation Technologies

1. Introduction

The enactment of UWA channels for reliable high data rate underwater wireless communication
is very challenging due to the characteristics of the oceanic environment. The main communication
technologies, including optical, magnetic induction, electromagnetic, and acoustic communications,
are employed in UWCs. In optical communication, the salient features, including scattering, severe
absorption, and LoS communication, make its applications limited to clean water only [1,2]. In magnetic
and electromagnetic waves, harsh attenuation occurs via ocean conductivity, and ultra-low frequency
bands overcome this attenuation. Acoustic communication technology is a widely trusted physical
layer technology used in the UWC to achieve long communication distances, i.e., a few meters to
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tens of kilometers for low and high transmission frequencies. The acoustic wave is operated with
limited bandwidth, ambient noise effects, propagation delay, and high Doppler shift [3,4]. Despite the
problems mentioned earlier, acoustic communication is the most trusted UWC technology.

A MIMO system is deployed in underwater acoustic communication (UWAC) to overcome the
UWC data rate limitations. In conventional UWA-MIMO systems, all transmission antennas are used in
one time interval; hence, its performance depends on various parameters such as the distance between
transmitter/receiver antennas [5,6], transmitter IAS, and receiver ICI [7,8]. The performance of the
UWA-MIMO system can be degraded significantly due to incorrect IAS [7,8]. Despite this, UWA-MIMO
technologies have brought a significant increase in capacity and diversity gain for acoustic underwater
wireless networks [9] but there are many limitations such as implementation complexity due to
multiple transmitter antennas, and performance deterioration due to the multipath propagation
environment. In most of the MIMO systems, the implementation of a few transmitter antennas is
led by power-loss problems [10]. Therefore, the SM scheme has been proposed in which only one
transmitting antenna is activated in each time interval, and the possible data rate is compensated for
by using spatial domain [11].

SM [12–14] is a unique method that accomplishes high spectral efficiency through spatial domain
in MIMO transmission systems and information bits transmitted by only one antenna, providing
higher data rate instead of traditional SIMO systems. The elementary principle of the SM is that it
uses additional bits to convey the information through antenna indices and signal constellations such
as M-QAM and M-PSK, where M is the constellation size. At the receiver, the SM decoder jointly
searches all the transmitting antennas and M-ary constellation points to determine both the transmitted
antenna index and the symbol. Therefore, SM has less receiver complexity, it effectively removes ICI,
and it does not require IAS of the MIMO link due to availability of one RF chain at the transmitter.
Different SMTs are introduced [10,15–23] by allowing it to enable one or more RF chains using different
techniques so that high throughput and enhanced SNR can be achieved. GSM [21,22] is the most
prevalent technique, in which the multiple antennas are active in each communication channel so
that high data rate can be achieved. The activated antennas transmit the same symbol in each time
interval to achieve transmitting diversity. Consequently, the available data rate of GSM is improved by
activating a more significant number of transmitting antennas.

FGSM has been proposed in [15,16] where the antenna subsets are varying between the activation
of a single antenna and the activation of multiple/all antennas. These variations in the number of
activated transmission antennas enhance the realization of the communication channel, resulting
in increased available data rate. An additional parameter is also used to map the information bits,
i.e., data signal constellations [17]. Therefore, the signal constellation type is also used to carry the
transmitted data in addition to indices of the transmit antennas as in SM, GSM, and FGSM. The number
of combinations between modulations and transmit antenna are increased by using the primary and
secondary constellations. In this way, the receiver complexity is reduced, and performance gain of
spectral efficiency is improved with high power saving.

In the SMTs, the receiver detects both active antenna/antennas index/indices and the transmitted
symbol because it transmits the antenna index and transmitted information through the modulated
signal. In the literature, the symbol detection and the antenna index are estimated by sub-optimal and
optimal detection methods [12,24]. The error performance can be improved by using SM instead of
V-BLAST in some cases, assuming that the receiver has complete CSI [24,25]. Practically, the receiver
does not have the CSI, therefore, channel estimation has been performed to estimate the channel.
In [26,27] SM-MIMO systems are tested to check the effect of rough channel estimation. In [26],
MSE performance in MIMO systems is examined through LS estimation technique over quasi-static
Rayleigh flat fading channels. Data detection with joint channel estimation is proposed with the
assumption that the channel correlation matrix is available at the receiver [27]. To attain coherent
detection performance, PSAM is applied in wireless communication [28]. The channel estimation for
SM system through the RLS method based on pilots is investigated by assuming that for the duration
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of at least one length of frame the wireless channel is quasi-static [29]. In the case of the UWA channel,
the channel estimation problem is more severe, where the union of a significant Doppler effects and
long delay spread restrain UWA channels as doubly (time and frequency) spread channels [30,31].

In this work SM, GSM, and FGSM techniques are used to transmit the pilots and data symbols at
time instant where one or multiple antennas are active. Therefore, CSI of the active transmit antennas
can be obtained at the receiver by employing pilot-based channel estimation using the RLS channel
estimation method. The performance of RLS improves if more pilots are employed for underwater
time-varying channels, but unfortunately that affected the spectral efficiency. The challenging design
for the MIMO system is to make pilot-transmitted sequences transmit from each antenna orthogonally
to avoid inter-antenna interference. Spatially modulated MIMO systems handle this problem easily
because transmitting antennas are mutual disjoints all the time, which makes each transmitted pilot
sequence surely orthogonal to each other.

On the other hand, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no studies have been published to
investigate the performance of SMTs with ML decoder using imperfect CSI in the UWA communication
system. Therefore, in this paper, the RLS adaptive channel estimation is used in the ML optimal detector
to detect the transmit data and antenna indices. Computer simulations are also performed to determine
how the proposed adaptive channel estimation algorithm approaches the BER performance of P-CSI.
For simplicity and ease for the reader, acronyms are mentioned in Table 1.

Table 1. Acronyms.

AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
BER Bit Error Rate
bpcu Bit Per Channel Use
CSI Channel State Information
EFGSM Enhanced Fully Generalized Spatial Modulation
FGSM Fully Generalized Spatial Modulation
GSM Generalized Spatial Modulation
GSSK Generalized Spatial Shift Keying
IAS Inter-antenna Synchronization
ICI Inter-carrier Interference
LMS Least Mean Square
LoS Line of Sight
LS Least-Squares
MIMO Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
ML Maximum Likelihood
M-PSK M-ary Phase Shift Keying
M-QAM M-ary Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
MSE Mean Square Error
P-CSI Perfect Channel State Information
pdf Probability Density Function
PSAM Pilot Symbol Assisted Modulation
RF Radio Frequency
RLS Recursive Least-Squares
SIMO Single-Input Multiple-Output
SM Spatial Modulation
SMT Spatial Modulation Technology
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
SSK Spatial Shift Keying
UWA Underwater Acoustic
UWAC Underwater Acoustic Communication
UWC Underwater Communication
V-BLAST Vertical-Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time

The rest of the paper is managed as follows: The related work of SMTs is briefly explained in
Section 2. Section 3 contains the ML optimal detector. The underwater channel model is presented in
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Section 4. In Section 5, RLS adaptive channel estimation algorithm described in brief. The simulation
results and discussion are presented in Section 6. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 7.

2. Spatial Modulation Technologies

In this section, the details of SMTs that can be used in the UWA are presented. First,
the conventional SM is discussed in detail for underwater. Then, the underwater GSM and FGSM are
explained in detail. Figure 1 shows the SMTs system model.
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Figure 1. SMTs System Model.

2.1. Spatial Modulation

According to the current survey, the conception of SMTs is thought of as a hot topic among the top
innovative researchers in the past decade. The easiest and most trivial version of SMT is the SSK [32–34],
where information is embedded employing a transmit antenna index instead of using the constant
amplitude/phase constellation symbols. SMTs do not require amplitude/phase elements to produce
the data constellation symbols (for instance, RF chains are not required), which eventually relaxes
the hardware need in the transmitter side, and in the computational complexity of the receiver-side
detection. The achievable data rate of the SSK can be written as [32–34]:

mSSK = log2(Nt), (1)

where Nt is the number of transmitting antennas.
The SM is a transmission technology that has been introduced for MIMO communication systems.

The idea behind SM is to increase the total spectral efficiency so that the data is conveyed by both
spatial antenna positions and amplitude/phase-modulation schemes. The spectral efficiency of SM
increases in proportion to the base-two logarithm of the number of transmitting antennas. In SM,
there is no need for the synchronization between the transmitting antennas because, at transmission
instant, just one transmitting antenna from all transmitting antennas is active, while the others are
off (only single RF chain is needed at transmitter side). Moreover, ICI is averted at the receiver,
which results in low receiver complexity. At the receiver, the SM is used to estimate both transmitting
antenna number and the sent symbol; after that, the spatial demodulator is used to restore the original
data bits [18]. In the SM, input binary bits are split into two sets—the index sets and the constellation
sets. The index of an active transmit antenna chosen by the set of log2(Nt) bits and the second set of bits
is log2(M) chooses the transmit symbol from M-ary signal constellation. In the SM system, the number
of transmitted data bits m can be varied by signal and spatial modulation. For example, in the SM
system, four bits can be transmitted two ways to achieve the same spectral efficiency; one is using two
transmitting antennas and 8-QAM modulation, and in the second, four transmitting antennas and
4-QAM can be used. Generally, the spectral efficiency of SM is given as follows [12].

mSM = log2(M) + log2(Nt). (2)
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SM maps a random stream of m bits at different symbol intervals into Nt-dimensional signal as:

x = [x1, x2, ...xNt ]
T . (3)

Only one of xg that is active in x is nonzero, where g represents the index of active antenna. Then,
at the kth symbol interval, at the SM-MIMO transmitter the resultant output transmit vector can be
represented as:

xg
∆
= [0...xk...0]T , (4)

where xk denotes the kth symbol from the M-ary constellation diagram. Over this symbol duration,
the other antennas will not be active. The symbol xk is the transmitted data symbol over an Nr × Nt

MIMO channel from antenna g.
The SM mapping procedure is revealed in Table 2, for 4 bpcu, where Nt = 4 and 4-QAM based

on the gray-coded constellation points. Consider that the bit stream of [10 11] at any time instant is
transmitted through the SM system. The bit stream is split into two parts where the first group of two
bits [10] is opted to select the data symbol from the constellation. The second group of bits [11] is used
as the spatial bits that chooses the antenna for symbol transmission from the antenna combination
given in Table 2. As a result, the transmit vector for SM-MIMO system becomes:

xg
∆
= [ 0 0 xk 0 ]. (5)

Table 2. Example of SM mapping for 4 bpcu, Nt = 4 and 4-QAM modulation.

Block Bits Spatial Bits Data Bits Antenna Index

00 b1b2 00 b1b2 1
01 b1b2 01 b1b2 2
10 b1b2 10 b1b2 3
11 b1b2 11 b1b2 4

2.2. Generalized Spatial Modulation

GSSK [35,36] is related to SSK, but GSSK does not require the generation of the habitual data
constellations symbols. However, the transmit antennas are used to embed information in GSSK.
In SSK a single transmitting antenna is operated to transfer information. Therefore, RF chains are no
more required in the transmission side for GSSK. Moreover, to route the transmitted data, the single
RF splitter is entailed to the corresponding transmit antennas using RF switches. Mathematically,
the GSSK data rate is stated as follows [35,36]:

mGSSK =

⌊
log2

(
Nt

Na

)⌋
, (6)

where Na is the number of active antennas for data transmission,

(
.
.

)
represents the binomial

coefficient and b.c represents the floor operator.
The GSM [21,22,37,38] is the combination of GSSK and SM that attains spectral efficiency higher

than SM by activating a greater number of antennas, and it only requires a single RF chain for data
transmission. The mechanism of GSM is similar to SM, in which the data is mapped by antenna
indices and the symbol constellation. In addition, the same symbol data is transmitted from the active
antennas. Due to the activation of a higher number of transmitting antennas; GSM achieves a higher
data rate than the SM, and its achievable data rate is stated as follows [21,22,37,38]:
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mGSM = log2(M) +

⌊
log2

(
Nt

Na

)⌋
. (7)

The GSM mapping procedure is revealed in Table 3, for 4 bpcu, and is fulfilled by using Nt = 4
and 4-QAM based on the gray-coded constellation points. Consider the bit stream of [10 00] at any
time instant is transmitted through the GSM system. The bit stream is split into two parts where the
first group of two bits [10] is opted to select the data symbol from the constellation. The second group
of bits [00] is used as the spatial bits that chooses the antenna for symbol transmission from the antenna
combination given in Table 3. As such, the resultant transmission vector of the GSM-MIMO system is
presented as:

xg
∆
= [ xk xk 0 0 ]. (8)

Table 3. Example of GSM mapping for 4 bpcu, Nt = 4, Na = 2 and 4-QAM modulation.

Block Bits Spatial Bits Data Bits Antenna Index

00 b1b2 00 b1b2 1,2
01 b1b2 01 b1b2 1,3
10 b1b2 10 b1b2 1,4
11 b1b2 11 b1b2 2,3

In GSM, the same symbol transmission from active antennas in one time instant has no hard
bound dictating that the number of transmitting antennas should be a power of two, but an absolute
number of transmitting antennas can be employed. The GSM attains a spectral efficiency higher
than SM with a remarkably lower number of transmitting antennas, and with a slight increment in
transmitter complexity. Furthermore, this complexity gain is due to the number of active antennas.
To reach the spectral efficiency similar to the GSM, SM needs a greater number of transmitting antennas
than GSM at the same modulation order.

2.3. Fully Generalized Spatial Modulation

Based on the GSM scheme, the FGSM has been proposed [15,16]. In the FGSM, a block of
transmitted bit instants is divided into two different groups, namely data bits and spatial bits. The data
bits embed log2(M), which is to modulate a signal constellation symbol from a signal constellation
diagram of an arbitrary M-QAM or any other signal constellation diagram. The spatial bits embed
Nt − 1 bits and are employed to choose the antenna subset to transmit the data constellation symbols.
In FGSM, the antenna subsets are changed in a way that the active antennas can be one or multiple/all
transmit antennas. This is entirely against conventional technologies in the SM and GSM, because
in SM and GSM a single or a constant number of antennas are being used, respectively. Changing
the number of active transmit antennas in the antenna subsets improves the understanding of the
communication channel, simplifies the procedure of differentiating between the channel’s multiple
paths, and mitigates the weakness in the performance of BER. Hence, the FGSM available data rate
can be expressed as follows [15,16]:

mFGSM = log2(M) +
⌊

log2(2
Nt−1)

⌋
= log2(M) + (Nt − 1). (9)

The principal transmission of the FGSM is exemplified in Table 4. FGSM achieves the spectral
efficiency of 5 bpcu using 4 transmit antennas and 4-QAM based on the gray-coded constellation
points. However, 8 transmit antennas are essential in SM to achieve this spectral efficiency, and in
GSM 5 transmit antennas with Na = 3 are needed. Consider if the bit stream of [10 111] at any time
instant is transmitted through the FGSM system. The bit stream is split into two parts where the first
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group of two bits [10] is opted to select the data symbol from the constellation. The second group of
bits [111] is used as the spatial bits that chooses antenna for symbol transmission from the antenna
combination given in Table 4. As a result, the transmit vector for FGSM-MIMO system becomes:

xg
∆
= [ 0 xk xk 0 ]. (10)

Table 4. Example of FGSM mapping for 5 bpcu, Nt = 4 and 4-QAM modulation.

Block Bits Spatial Bits Data Bits Antenna Index

000 b1b2 000 b1b2 1
001 b1b2 001 b1b2 2
010 b1b2 010 b1b2 3
011 b1b2 011 b1b2 4
100 b1b2 100 b1b2 1,2
101 b1b2 101 b1b2 1,3
110 b1b2 110 b1b2 1,4
111 b1b2 111 b1b2 2,3

3. Optimal Detector

Recently, the FGSM [15] and EFGSM [39] have been proposed to the UWA channel to improve
the energy loss of the underwater sensor network. The transmission vector of the SMTs-MIMO is
transmitted over underwater time-varying MIMO channel with an AWGN. As a result, the received
signal after MIMO channel at the receiver can be represented as:

y = Hx + v, (11)

where y is the received data y ∈ CNr×1, H denotes the UWA channel H ∈ CNr×Nt , x is the sending data
mapped by SMTs x ∈ CNt×1 and an AWGN v ∈ CNr×1 with identically independent (i.i.d) Gaussian
distributed represented as v ∼ CN(0, σ2), and Nr is the number of receiver antennas, where v is the
complex value of the AWGN, and can be written as:

v = [v1, v2, ..., vNr ]
T . (12)

Hence, Equation (11) can be written as:
y1

y2
...

yNr

 =


h11 h12 . . . h1Nt

h21 h22 . . . h2Nt
...

...
. . .

...
hNr1 hNr2 . . . hNr Nt

×


x1

x2
...

xNt

+


v1

v2
...

vNr .

 . (13)

The detection of antenna indices is a very challenging task in SMTs, in SM, GSM and FGSM
antennas active are one constant number of antennas, and one or more/all, respectively. Among the
set of transmit antennas, to detect the transmitted data, the antenna indices must be decided at the
receiver side. The conventional ML optimal detector is used in the SMTs to detect the data constellation
and antenna indices, and its representation equation can be written as [24]:

[ĝML, k̂ML] = arg max
g,k

pY(y|xg, H). (14)

The xg is the kth data symbol from M-ary constellation transmitted over the channel hg which
represents the gth row of the matrix channel H. As we can see in (5), (8), and (10) xg varies for different
g and k. The pdf conditioned to xg and hg of y in Equation (14) can be stated as:
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pY(y|xg, H) = π−Nr exp(−||y− hgxk||2F), (15)

where
hg = [hg1, hg2, ..., hgNt ]. (16)

After using (14) the optimal detector can be represented as:

[ĝML, k̂ML] = arg min
g,k

||jgk||2F − 2<{yHjgk}, (17)

where jgk = hgxk, 1 ≤ g ≤ Nt, 1 ≤ k ≤ M and <{.} is the real operator. If both ĝML and k̂ML is
detected correctly by the receiver, then they can be demapped easily and combined to demodulate the
transmitting bits. For accurate detection, at the receiver side the completed CSI should be available.

4. Underwater Acoustic Channel Model

The SMTs have been applied for the UWA channel in [15,39] considering the full channel
information at the receiver side. Unfortunately, the UWA channel is hard to adequate estimate;
in this section we will address the UWA features. The impulse response of the time-varying multipath
UWA channel can be determined as [30,40,41]:

H(t, τ) = ∑c Ac(t)δ(τ − τc(t)), (18)

where τc(t) stands for the delay of the time-varying path and Ac(t)) is the path amplitude. The given
channel comprises several essential pathways; every pathway is scrutinized by time-varying pathway
amplitude and delay information. We further assume the below-mentioned conditions for simplifying
the receiver processing algorithms and developing while maintaining generality. The delays in
time-varying channels are sparked by the movement of the transmitter as well as receiver along with
scattering from the sea surface or refraction caused by sound-speed variability. The path amplitude
varies with the delay as the attenuation is attributed to the traveled distance and the physics associated
with the scattering phenomenon. Assuming the path amplitude Ac(t)) remains consistent during the
transmission of the same block:

Ac(t) = Ac, (19)

and during the data symbol transmission all paths delays τc(t) have a similar Doppler-scaling factor as:

τc(t) = τc − βt, (20)

where β is the Doppler-scaling factor. Generally, each path has its own Doppler-scaling factor,
but herein, we have considered the similar Doppler-scaling factor for each path. Moreover,
we recommend the approximation of the underwater acoustic channel by ρ dominant discrete paths,
so the UWA channel can be presented as:

H(t, τ) = ∑ρ

c Ac(t)δ(τ − (τc − βt)). (21)

5. Recursive Least-Squares Adaptive Channel Estimation

RLS channel estimation serves as a distinct adaptive filter method employed for finding the
coefficients recursively to reduce the cost function of a weighted linear least-squares corresponding
to the input signal. The mentioned algorithm is highly contrasting to the other algorithms, just as
LMS minimizes the MSE. This paper uses the RLS method in SMTs for channel estimation using pilot
symbols, which is represented by xP,i. The pilot symbols initially undergo sequential transmission via
transmit antennas along with the channel coefficients for the optimum transmission as well as antenna
receiver, and then pilots are estimated by the proposed algorithm on an individual level for the whole
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duration of every pilot symbol. In this work, the received signal pilot symbols are represented by
yrx ,P,i, where rx = 1, 2, ..., Nr and P is pilot. The received signals go through sequential processing at
the receiver end, and the up-gradation of channel estimations is carried out upon the arrival of new
samples. This section briefly illustrates the recursive computation of least-squares channel estimations.
The transmitted pilot symbols can be written as:

xP,i = [xP,1, xP,2, ..., xP,NP ], (22)

where NP is the total number of pilots for active antennas. The received pilots from sub-channels of
active antennas can be represented as:

yrx ,P,i = [yrx ,P,1, yrx ,P,2, ..., yrx ,P,NP ]. (23)

The set of linear filters output are defined by the following equation:

=rx ,g,i = ĥrx ,g,ixP,i, i = 1, 2, ..., NP (24)

where ĥrx ,g,i are the channel coefficients between the gth transmitted antennas and received antennas
rx which are recursively estimated to minimize the sum of square errors denoted as:

ei = ∑i
n=1 λ(yrx ,P,n − ĥrx ,g,nxP,n)

2
, (25)

where λ is the weighting factor, which reduces the interference of the old data and its selected value
0 < λ ≤ 1. Figure 2 shows the basic adaptive channel estimation model which is used to estimate
the UWA-MIMO channel of the SMTs. Here, ui is the input of the unknown sampled system as well
as an adaptive filter. The response of the unknown sample system di is measured in the presence
of noise v. The adaptive filter response yi is subtracted from the unknown sample system output di.
The error signal ei is the difference of adaptive filter and unknown sample system outputs, which is
used for updating the adaptive filter coefficients. If the system is correctly devised, the transfer
function of the adaptive filter will converge to the transfer function of the unknown sample system
after a known number of Monte Carlo iterations. Here, the adaptive filter has been employed to
estimate the coefficients of the UWA-MIMO channel using the RLS algorithm. The complexity of
adaptive filter RLS is O(N2) per iteration, where N is the filter size, but it is well known because of
fast convergence [42,43]. The RLS steps are defined in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Recursive Least-Squares

Input: The individual entries of y are represented by di as y = [d1, d2, ..., di]
T , and the individual rows

of H can be denoted by ui as H = [u1, u2, ..., ui]
T .

Initialization: w0 = [ ], P0 = εI the initial covariance matrix P, here ε is a large positive number and
λ = 0.995.
Repeat:

1: αi =
1

(1+λ−1uiPi−1uT
i )

2: li = λ−1Pi−1uiαi;

3: ei = di − uiwi−1; % minimizing the error

4: wi = wi−1 + liei; % update the filter value

5: Pi = λ−1Pi−1 − λ−1liPi−1; % updating the P value

End

Here is the derivative of the Recursive Least-Squares,

φi = λφi−1 + uiuT
i . (26)
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By applying the matrix inverse formula Equation (26) can be written as:

φ−1
i = λ−1φ−1

i −
λ−2φ−1

i−1uiuT
i φ−1

i−1

1 + λ−1uT
i φ−1

i−1ui
. (27)

Replacing Pi = φ−1
i , the above equation can be expressed as:

Pi = λ−1Pi−1 −
λ−2Pi−1uiuT

i Pi−1

1 + λ−1uT
i Pi−1ui

. (28)

By simplifying the above equation, we get:

Pi = λ−1Pi−1 − λ−1liPi−1. (29)

where li =
λ−1Pi−1ui

1+λ−1uT
i Pi−1ui

, after further simplification we get:

li = λ−1Pi−1uiαi, (30)

where αi =
1

1+λ−1uiPi−1uT
i

, the main equation of the weighting factor wi is derived as:

wi = Piλφi−1wi−1 + uidi = Pi((φi − uiuT
i )wi−1 + uidi) = wi−1 − PiuiuT

i wi−1 + Piuidi
= wi−1 + Piuidi − uT

i wi−1 = wi−1 + Piuiei = wi−1 + liei,
(31)

where
ei = di − uiwi−1. (32)

Unknown System
H

Filter Variable
wi

Update Algorithm
(RLS)

+

ui di

yi

ei

Figure 2. RLS Adaptive Channel Estimation Model.

6. Simulation Results and Discussion

In this section, the BER performance of the proposed RLS channel estimator is provided for SM,
GSM, and FGSM over underwater time-varying acoustic MIMO channel. The simulation outcomes
are achieved for 106 symbols and transmitted over a regular underwater acoustic channel. For the
transmission antennas, the total transmitting power is normalized. The uncorrelated data symbols
are generated, and signal constellation has been chosen for data modulation. BER performance
was computed for different SMTs such as SM, GSM, and FSGM using Monte Carlo iterations,
where the channel is estimated by different pilot numbers compared with P-CSI. After channel
estimation, the antenna indices and transmitted data symbols is estimated by using the ML optimal
detector. For our computer simulations, two benchmarks are compared: (1) the BER performance
in case of P-CSI; and (2) BER performance at a different number of pilots used for RLS channel
estimation. The parameters chosen for our proposed RLS channel estimation methods are P0 = εI,
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ε = 106, λ = 0.995, number of pilots are 2%, 5%, 10% and 15%. The SNR is defined as Es/σ2, Es is
energy per symbol and σ2 is noise variance assuming that each receiving antenna has same power.
A 16-QAM modulation and the channel 4× 4 time-varying UWA-MIMO channel with normalized
0.15 Doppler-scaling factor is used for all SMT schemes. The spectral efficiency of the FGSM is 7 bpcu,
and for SM/GSM it is 6 bpcu. In these simulation results, two scenarios are considered: the first is
in the case of ignoring the effect of the Doppler-scaling factor of the UWA channel, and the second is
holding the effect of the Doppler-scaling factor of the UWA channel. The MSE can be calculated as:

MSE =
E{∑

n
|Ĥn −Hn|2}

E{∑
n
|Ĥn|2}

. (33)

6.1. Spatial Modulation

Figure 3 shows the BER performance comparison of P-CSI with the RLS channel estimator using
the different number of pilots for SM without Doppler-scaling factor over time-varying UWA-MIMO
channel. The performance of RLS channel estimator using 2% of the transmitted information bits as
a pilot is totally degraded as compared to higher-order pilot numbers. In Figure 3, the performance
gap between the P-CSI and RLS channel estimator using 5% of pilots at BER 10−2 is 1.1 dB. Therefore,
a greater number of pilots are required to achieve the same BER performance as in the P-CSI.
Furthermore, the performance gap between P-CSI and RLS channel estimator using 10% and 15%
pilots is 0.18 dB and 0.09 dB at BER 10−2. Figure 3 revealed the BER performance of the RLS channel
estimator approaches to P-CSI by increasing the number of pilots.

Figure 3. BER performance of the 4 × 4 underwater SM-MIMO without Doppler-scaling factor.

In Figure 4 shows the BER performance of SM by RLS estimator method using a different
number of pilots compared with a P-CSI over time-varying UWA-MIMO channel with normalized 0.15
Doppler-scaling factor. In Figure 4 at BER 10−2 P-CSI demonstrates 10 dB, 1.22 dB, 0.2 dB, and 0.11 dB
better performance than RLS channel estimation using 2%, 5%, 10%, and 15% pilots, respectively.
From Figures 3 and 4, it is concluded that the SNR gain difference using RLS channel estimation
with different number of pilots compared with P-CSI is almost the same for both with and without
Doppler-scaling factor scenario.
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Figure 4. BER performance of the 4 × 4 underwater SM-MIMO with Doppler-scaling factor.

6.2. Generalized Spatial Modulation

Figure 5 illustrates the BER performance of GSM for P-CSI and estimated channel using the RLS
estimation method for different numbers of pilots by ignoring the Doppler-scaling factor. The number
of pilots is assumed to be 2%, 5%, 10%, and 15% for time-varying UWA-MIMO channel estimation.
The BER performance gain using 2% of pilots using RLS channel estimator is too low with a difference
of 9 dB at BER 10−2. To attain nearly the same performance as P-CSI, a greater number of pilots are
used for the RLS channel estimation method. In comparison to the P-CSI at the target of 10−2, BER the
SNR gain difference is 1.75 dB, 0.28 dB, and 0.15 dB for 5%, 10%, and 15% pilots using RLS channel
estimator, respectively. Figure 5 clarifies that the SNR gain between P-CSI and RSL channel estimation
using 10% and 15% pilots is almost negligible.

Figure 5. BER performance of the 4 × 4 underwater GSM-MIMO without Doppler-scaling factor.

The BER performance of RLS channel estimation method using pilots compared with a P-CSI for
GSM over time-varying UWA-MIMO channel with Doppler-scaling factor is demonstrated in Figure 6.
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At BER 10−2 the SNR difference gain is 1.78 dB for 5% of pilots, 0.31 dB using pilots 10%, and 0.21 dB
for 15% as compared to P-CSI. The SNR gain difference becomes very small with P-CSI while pilots are
increased from 5% to 10% and 15% in presence of Doppler effect. However, it can be seen from Figure 6
that there is huge performance gap between RLS channel estimator using 2% of pilots and P-CSI.

Figure 6. BER performance of the 4 × 4 underwater GSM-MIMO with Doppler-scaling factor.

6.3. Fully Generalized Spatial Modulation

The BER performance of the RLS channel estimator using a different number of pilots is compared
with P-CSI for FGSM without Doppler-scaling factor over the time-varying MIMO channel provided
in Figure 7. When the RLS channel estimator performance uses 2% of pilots as transmitted bits,
the SNR gain difference is 9 dB between P-CSI and channel estimator at the target BER 10−2, and this
performance difference is nearly the same for SM and GSM system, as seen in Figures 3 and 5.
In comparison to P-CSI, the SNR gain difference is 1.85 dB using 5% of pilots used to estimate the
time-varying channel at BER 10−2; this is far different than between P-CSI and the estimated results.
Meanwhile using pilots = numbers 10% and 15%, the SNR gain difference at BER 10−2 is 0.32 dB and
0.21 dB in comparison of P-CSI. The RLS channel estimator BER performance using 10% and 15%
pilots is greater than 2% and 5% number of pilots.

The BER performance of the RLS channel estimation method using pilots compared with a
P-CSI for FGSM over time-varying MIMO channel in the presence of normalized Doppler-scaling
factor is shown in Figure 8. As compared to a high number of pilots, the BER performance of
2% is not reasonable for SM, GSM, and FGSM with and without Doppler-scaling factor, as seen in
Figures 3–8, respectively. At BER 10−2, the SNR difference gain as compared with P-CSI is 1.93 dB,
0.34 dB, and 0.25 dB while using 5%, 10%, and 15% of pilots for estimating the channel. RLS channel
estimator with and without Doppler-scaling factor in SM provides a better performance gain than
GSM and FGSM, as depicted in Figures 3–8, respectively. This is because only one antenna is active
in SM to transmit the data, and it helps the system to avoid inter-antenna interference as well as ICI.
Additionally, the BER performance curve using with Doppler-scaling factor is shifted up approximately
101 times than without Doppler-scaling factor. SM, GSM, and FGSM exhibit the same performance
loss by adding and ignoring the Doppler-scaling factor. Moreover, the BER performance using the
RLS channel estimator for 2% pilots is extremely low as compared to a high number of pilots in all SM,
GSM, and FGSM. All the simulation results and analysis explicitly indicate that the RLS estimator is
an appropriate channel estimation technique for the UWA-SMTs communication system.
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Figure 7. BER performance of the 4 × 4 underwater FGSM-MIMO without Doppler-scaling factor.

Figure 8. BER performance of the 4 × 4 underwater FGSM-MIMO with Doppler-scaling factor.

6.4. Spectral Efficiency

As mentioned above, the RLS can estimate the UWA-MIMO channel correctly, but the channel
estimation is affected by the SMT spectral efficiency. The spectral efficiency of the UWA-SMT and the
BER performance is a tread-off problem, where increasing the pilots improves the BER performance,
but unfortunately, it reduces the spectral efficiency. The spectral efficiency of the SMTs compared with
the pilot length is shown in Table 5. As the pilot length increases, the performance of RLS algorithms
increases in terms of BER and MSE, but spectral efficiency is decreased. However, the total spectral
efficiency of UWA-SMTs is higher than the conventional MIMO and such a pilot-length problem also
exists in the conventional UWA-MIMO. In future work, we plan to improve the RLS to be used with a
short pilot length in the UWA-SMTs and try different channel estimation techniques using a short pilot
length to improve the UWA-SMT spectral efficiency.
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Table 5. Spectral Efficiency, MSE and BER Compared with the Pilot Length.

Number
of Pilots

Used
Spectral
Efficiency

MSE BER FGSM
(7 pbcu)

BER GSM
(6 pbcu)

BER SM
(6 pbcu)

2% 98% 0.5678 0.3155 0.2003 0.2939
5% 95% 0.0953 0.1219 0.0436 0.1025
10% 90% 0.0180 0.0781 0.0235 0.0757
15% 85% 0.0091 0.0730 0.0220 0.0729
20% 80% 0.0060 0.0679 0.0195 0.0697

7. Conclusions

SMTs are playing vital role in underwater sensor nodes because that can enhance battery
life. SMTs need a semi-perfect channel known at the receiver side to be capable of estimating the
constellation and index of information bits. In this paper, an adaptive pilot-based RLS algorithm
is proposed to estimate the UWA channel for UWA-SMTs. The SMT data has been modulated by
16-QAM, and transmitted over 4 × 4 UWA-MIMO channel, under different pilot lengths 2%, 5%,
10%, and 15%, at 7 bpcu for FGSM and 6 bpcu for SM and GSM. Using pilot-based RLS channel
estimation, both the data and antenna indices are detected by ML optimal detector. The simulation
results are conducted under a UWA-MIMO channel with and without Doppler-scaling factor. Based on
the simulation results, we demonstrated that the pilot-based RLS channel estimator is capable for the
SMTs-UWA-MIMO system and provide BER performance nearly as good as a P-CSI.
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